Ling pretty gross," he said. One that, "the money raised has been each year, with a record $3000 collected that year remains fairly steady."

"We generally have 5 to 6 candidates who start out, but by the end of the contest usually only 1 or 2 or 3 are still strong," he said. Candidates this year are:

- Ed Schwalenberg '78, who is running for his second time. Last year Schwalenberg upstaged other candidates by appearing at the APO office totally without a costume. "I was so ugly they said myself," he said.

- Eric Black '77, who calls himself the Multics I/O Daemon. Eric Brown '79.
- Rich Goldstein '79.
- Mike Dornbrook '76, LSC chairman, who is running on the platform that "raising movie prices to 75 cents is very, very sexy."

According to David Anick ’76, Project Chairman for UMOC, "we can expect to collect $2000 to $3000." He added that the average amount of money collected each year in the contest has been about $2000 each year, with a record $3000 collected in 1973. He noted that, "the money raised has been pretty much steadily rising since the contest was resumed in 1966."

The contest had run up until 1957 when it was stopped be cause "the contestants were getting pretty tough. One contestant that year took a bath in the nude in the Great Court and the local police didn't like this too much."

Entrants to the contest now have to file a disclaimer which says, "I attest that I am doing nothing in my campaign… which is none in the best interests of the Alpha Chi Chapter and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, its employees, and its student body…"

Artick feels that "enthusiasm for UMOC at MIT has definitely been increasing, both in the amount of money we get and in the amount of work candidates are willing to put in. He said that the number of candidates each year remains fairly steady. "We generally have 5 or 6 candidates who start out, but by the end of the contest usually only 1 or 2 or 3 are still strong," he said. Candidates this year are:

- John J. Hanzel ’76 - Chairperson
- Michael D. McNamara ’76 - Executive-Chief
- Julie A. Makkie ’77 - Managing Editor
- John M. Safy ’78 - Business Manager

Continuous News Service Since 1881

Visiting Artists:
- Jeff Corey, Madeleine Scott, Paul Soldner, Frank Sontimer, and Clare Trevor.

MIT, Wentworth proceed with Iran school plans

(Continued from page 1) said it was too early to tell but that no plans for any further expansions are currently in the works. According to Flemings, it is hoped that the MIT Research Institute will serve as a model for the development of other Italian schools. The educational level corresponds to the junior level of the C.U.R. and the education itself is considered to be comparable to the two-year technical programs offered by Wentworth and other technical institutions.

The Technical Curriculum Research and Development Project is in no way connected with the training of the Italian nuclear engineering students at MIT. Flemings said, adding that the association with Iran on this particular project has raised no controversy. MIT's advisory role is to be fulfilled by two committees composed of MIT personnel. The joint MIT-Iranian Imperial Organization for Social Services advisory committee members are Sloan School Dean William F. Probst and School of Engineer ing Dean Alfred. A. Kari, both ex-officio members, Merton C. Flemings, Professor of Materials and Engineering, Myron Tribus, Director of the Center for Advanced Engineering Study (CAES), and K. Naraghash Rau, Senior Research Associate of the Center of Policy Alternatives (CPA).

The members of the Research Committee include Flemings, Prof. Herbert H. Richardson, head of the Mechanical Engineering Department, Bruce D. Redick, Director of the Lowell Institute School, and Dr. John McNane, Research Director.

MIT advised to GIVE BLOOD!

9:45—3:30 in the Sala de Puerto Rico